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LABOUR, LUCK & LOVE
by Catharine Nicol
Fluﬀy or sleek, lithe or lazy, the cat has kept us humans enraptured for centuries.
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Frequently aloof, fiercely independent and mysteriously enigmatic, cats are the
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yin to dogs’ yang, and how we love them for it. The feline cold shoulder makes
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their sudden playful, aﬀectionate and clingy moments that much more delightful.
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You can never take a cat’s behaviour for granted, and it is this unpredictability
that endears them to us.
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It has taken many centuries to ‘tame’ the cat, or perhaps to ‘train’ the human to be a
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worthy owner. Earliest evidence suggests humans and cats cohabited as far back as
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9,500BC. It is generally believed, however, that it was when humans put a pause on
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their nomadic lifestyles, and began storing food and grain, which attracted rodents,
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that the beautiful and symbiotic relationship between cat and human took oﬀ.
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Perhaps the ancient Egyptians were the most spellbound. Not only did they prize cats
for their natural instincts as mousers, they elevated the animal to sacred status and
worshipped them in the name of Bastet, defender of the pharaoh and goddess of the
moon.
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While ancient Egyptian cats protected food stores with their pouncing pest control,



in return any human accused of killing a cat faced the death penalty. And when cats
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did turn up their furry claws, hopefully of natural causes, they were often mummified
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before being buried.
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As explorers discovered the world, cats were mapping new countries right beside
them. The Ancient Egyptians took cats aboard their boats sailing The Nile, to catch
birds as well as rodents, and this popular practice was widely adopted in numerous
cultures, introducing the feline to the big, wide world.
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And wherever they were in the world, it took a few surprising inventions before
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humans were ready to welcome cats as permanent family members into their homes.
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Can you guess? Kitty litter, neutering and canned cat food were key.
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MANEKI-NEKO, THE LUCKY CAT
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Needing neither kitty litter, neutering nor cat food, Japan’s lucky cat maneki-neko, with
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left or right paw beckoning, is a firm fixture around Asia. Keep an eye out and you’ll see
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it in many of Hong Kong’s shops.
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Earliest records mention it in 1852 and apparently some believed the gesture depicted
a cat washing its face, which according to various beliefs means either a visitor will
arrive, or it will rain, both of which are lucky.
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In Japan the beckoning gesture is made with the paw facing down, while in the west, a



beckoning hand faces up resulting in their renaming it the ‘waving cat’.
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Depending where you are in the world, the beckoning left paw brings customers, the
right paw brings luck and wealth, or confusingly vice versa. The colour of the cats
is said to be significant too. White brings happiness, black banishes evil spirits, gold
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attracts fortune and red enhances relationships.
HONG KONG’S SHOP CATS

The cats in this book may not be famous, however they are believed to be lucky by
their owners. They are each an essential part of the life, business and family of the
shops in which they live and hunt. While some were sought out by the shop owners
for their hunting skills, other cats made the decision to adopt a shop themselves, just
turning up and making it their home.
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In certain areas, like Sheung Wan and Sai Ying Pun, where many of the cats in this
book live, you’ll find almost every local shop has a cat. Owners believe the mere smell
of cat heralds danger to mice, so even if the, ahem, less fit among them have lost their
hunting instincts, just being in residence is enough.
The shop owners, without fail, have grown to love their feline companions. Not only
for the company they oﬀer day in, day out, but also for their business skills. The cats,
especially the playful ones, bring customers into the shop by enlivening the atmosphere
and providing a friendly welcome. They create an extra bond with the customers and
can even exert some of their mysterious influence in boosting sales. It seems the cats’
lucky reputation is more than just a legend.
So next time you walk past a shop that has a cat standing sentry at the entrance,
perched up on a pile of boxes or rice sacks, sprawled beside the abacus, hidden
amongst paper oﬀerings or peering out from between piles of dried fish, stop to say
hello. It just might be one of the ones featured in this book…
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Suﬃce it to say
she does her best work from
inside the box
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A man and his cat
in sympathy, yet minding
their own business
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An easy silence
Years of practice and knowing
I know him by heart
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DAU DING
The Gracious Host
᯿ᰁ奍Ԇ೮

Walk into Dau Ding’s shop and you’ll be greeted by the tortoiseshell feline, whose name means Little
Bean, perched pride of place on the counter. Dau Ding was an alley cat in North Point when his owners
rescued him. He strolls around his neighbourhood fiefdom in the mornings, letting the other cats know
who is boss. But he is always quick to return to the shop to keep the expensive dried seafood safe from
mice. He’s an excellent mouser, and he loves to show oﬀ his catch, but if he had the choice canned cat
food is really his favourite. He has made firm friends with many customers who, because of Dau Ding,
remain loyal to the shop.
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AH DAI
The Retired Mouser
蝐ഔ诊㹓

Ah Dai (Number One) was bought by his rice shop owner eight years ago to catch mice, and for two
years he lived up to his job description. However, the third year he went on strike and now the mice go
left and he goes right. He greets his owner every morning by asking for dried cat food, always thinking
of his stomach. He paroles his street for a little promenade after breakfast, a good excuse to get snacks
from the neighbours, before snoozing on a comfy box at the shop next door. He returns to his rice shop
in the evening before it closes, for his supper. No surprise that he has become rather rotund. But he has
a big heart too, recently sitting with his owner when he was sick, fostering a deep mutual appreciation.
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Caught in a pattern
Her stillness a camouflage
that’s unsuccessful
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People assume
He’s bringing in the business when
I do all the work
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Two eyes good, four eyes
better; intents and purposes…
cover all bases
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‘Cleaning in progress’
a misnomer when there’s little
progress in cleaning
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Into his ear
she whispers sweet nothings
Marry me
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Half you see him
half you don’t; his incognito
foiled by indecision
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One part cement, two
parts sand, three parts gravel, add water
Trust me
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Shop for rent
Rates included/long term lease/
strictly no pets
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Cat 101
It’s a mistake to assume
or ascribe meaning
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